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 Excessiveness or inadequacy of compensatory damages for defamation, 49 A.L.R.4th 1158

Trial Strategy

 Litigating Defamation Claims, 128 Am. Jur. Trials 1

The question of the amount of damages to be awarded in defamation actions is peculiarly within the jury's province,1 requiring

prudence and restraint by a trial court in the exercise of its discretion over such awards.2 The jury's judgment as to the damages
for the wrong which the plaintiff has suffered and the amount which the defendant should be made to pay for invading his or her
rights ought not to be disturbed, unless it is so manifestly unjust as to indicate that the jury reached its verdict through passion,
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bias, or prejudice and not upon principles of a sound discretion, taking into consideration all circumstances in mitigation or

aggravation.3

However, as in other actions for damages,4 verdicts or awards in libel and slander actions are subject to vacation or adjustment
in a proper case on the ground of the excessiveness or inadequacy of damages. Verdicts or awards have been overturned as
excessive where—

 
— an award of $20 million punitive damages, to a steel corporation, rather than $2 million, was based on the writing and mailing

of a letter which asserted that a corporation had an ongoing relationship with organized crime, was involved in racketeering

activities, and was on the verge of financial collapse.5

 
— a jury award of $250,000 in damages to an employee in his defamation action against his employer, alleging that his former

supervisor told a coworker that he had defecated on the sidewalk and had been terminated for that reason, deviated materially
from what was considered reasonable compensation, such that reduction of the award to $50,000 was warranted, where there

was no evidence that the statement was widely disseminated, and there was little proof of statement's impact on employee.6

 
— the jury determined that the plaintiff never uttered the racial slurs attributed to him in the press release disseminated by the

defendants and had awarded $200,000 compensatory and $600,000 punitive damages, but the evidence showed only that the
plaintiff was deprived of $130,000 in fees because his firm, which had previously been retained by the city, was removed

from representing the city because of fear of a discrimination claim.7

 
— in a defamation action by a surgeon against a declarant arising from a statement on a billboard, affixed to a vehicle, stating that

the surgeon earned "nearly $700,000 in this community yet refuses to pay child support," an award was made of $200,000 in

compensatory and $600,000 in punitive damages, rather than $35,000 of compensatory and $100,000 in punitive damages.8

 
— a sheriff department news release stated that the plaintiff was dismissed as undersheriff because of his unprofessional conduct

causing internal strife within the department, and the jury had awarded $150,000 compensatory and $100,000 punitive
damages, but the proof fell short of establishing that plaintiff was substantially injured by the false statement in the news
release, and the only proof of injury was plaintiff's self-serving testimony, which was never corroborated by expert medical
opinion, that the news release caused him to become emotionally upset and "uptight" and that as a result he visited a doctor

who prescribed medication.9

 
— only one individual was present when words imputing moral unchastity were uttered, and the verdict was for $4,500.10

 
— a law book publisher published a book with errors without noting on the title page that the plaintiff was no longer the editor

thereof, and the jury had awarded $20,000 compensatory and $30,000 punitive damages, but the publisher was not actuated
by actual malice, and publication was not made so recklessly that its carelessness indicated heedless disregard for rights of

others.11

 
— a jury had awarded $5 million punitive damages and $2.5 million compensatory damages on two counterclaims for common-

law libel arising out of letters accusing plaintiff of "doctoring" samples of its products and using "various influences" in order
to promote its product, and a common-law slander counterclaim involving an alleged statement that plaintiff had supplied

women to the store's buyers.12

On the other hand, the courts have sustained as appropriate and not excessive—

 
— a compensatory damages award of $26,800 and a punitive damages award of $117,500 for defamation and malicious

prosecution claims in the plaintiff's action against a building supply store, its owner, and the owner's son-in-law, where
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baseless criminal charges brought against the plaintiff by the defendants were reported in a local newspaper, which resulted
in the plaintiff's suspension and ultimate resignation from his position as a code enforcement officer, a decrease in carpentry
work and income from his position as a substitute teacher, and the plaintiff suffered emotional and physical harm and incurred
legal expenses in defending himself against the charges, and the ratio of compensatory damages to punitive damages was

not so exorbitant as to be deemed actuated by passion.13

 
— a jury award of $200,000 in compensatory damages to each plaintiff in a defamation action brought against a village's

police chief and village officials; while draped in the authority of his police uniform, the chief publicly asserted on numerous
occasions that the plaintiffs, who owned and operated a restaurant in the village, were terrorists, drug dealers, and gun runners
associated with Osama Bin Laden, the chief continued to make such statements after being told to cease by village officials,

and the plaintiffs felt publicly scorned, both professionally and personally, as did their children.14

 
— an award of $225,000 in compensatory damages in a defamation action, where, as a result of the defendant's false statement

that the plaintiff had sexually abused his daughter, the plaintiff was permitted only supervised visitation with his children for
a significant period of time and was also forced to resign from his position as a physician at a local hospital and to relocate

to another community.15

 
— an award of $20,000 in compensatory and punitive damages to the plaintiff in a defamation action, in view of evidence of

emotional distress caused to the plaintiff, and given the reprehensible and repetitive nature of the defendant's defamatory

conduct in per se slandering the plaintiff in his occupation and by accusing him of a serious and heinous crime.16

 
— awards of $40,000 for presumed harm to reputation, and $100,000 for four years of emotional distress suffered prior to trial

in a libel action brought by woman whose picture was altered by a newspaper to make it appear that she was a convict and

the woman was a mother and a successful businesswoman.17

 
— jury verdicts for $550,000 for past compensatory damages and $175,000 for future compensatory damages where (1) the

plaintiff was discharged as counsel for a lucrative investment project as a direct result of defendants' defamatory statements,
(2) the attorney who was hired to replace plaintiff provided about 1,800 hours of legal services to the project over a 4½-year
period, (3) there was testimony that it would take eight to 10 years more to finish the project, at an annual cost of $150,000
to $200,000 for legal fees, and (4) the local law firm had stopped referring cases to the plaintiff, and several clients left him,

as a result of the defamatory statements.18

 
— an award of $85,000 compensatory and $15,000 punitive damages, where the plaintiff was the victim of a 2½-year ordeal,

orchestrated by the defendants, during which his professional and personal integrity were called into question, the plaintiff
was labeled a child abuser by the defendants and was accused of having sexual intercourse and deviate sexual intercourse with

the 4-year-old child, and the plaintiff was also accused of beating the child and indiscriminately injecting her with needles.19

 
— an award of $400,000 compensatory and $150,000 punitive damages for deliberate libels ending an actor's broadcasting

career by charges of Communism.20

 
— an award of $175,000 in punitive damages for a newspaper article attacking a well-known war correspondent, author, and

lecturer and telling of his public nudity with a woman.21
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